Compilation and physicochemical classification analysis of a diverse hERG inhibition database.
A large and chemically diverse hERG inhibition data set comprised of 6690 compounds was constructed on the basis of ChEMBL bioactivity database and original publications dealing with experimental determination of hERG activities using patch-clamp and competitive displacement assays. The collected data were converted to binary format at 10 µM activity threshold and subjected to gradient boosting machine classification analysis using a minimal set of physicochemical and topological descriptors. The tested parameters involved lipophilicity (log P), ionization (pK a ), polar surface area, aromaticity, molecular size and flexibility. The employed approach allowed classifying the compounds with an overall 75-80 % accuracy, even though it only accounted for non-specific interactions between hERG and ligand molecules. The observed descriptor-response profiles were consistent with common knowledge about hERG ligand binding site, but also revealed several important quantitative trends, as well as slight inter-assay variability in hERG inhibition data. The results suggest that even weakly basic groups (pK a < 6) might substantially contribute to hERG inhibition potential, whereas the role of lipophilicity depends on the compound's ionization state, and the influence of log P decreases in the order of bases > zwitterions > neutrals > acids. Given its robust performance and clear physicochemical interpretation, the proposed model may provide valuable information to direct drug discovery efforts towards compounds with reduced risk of hERG-related cardiotoxicity.